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Using a technique called design-to-X, companies can identify 
and prioritize the key elements of product design. Finding the 
X factor helps companies discover what customers truly value.
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Most companies like to think they have a good handle 

on what their customers want. Firms build products 

and put them on the market. If consumers like the 

product, and they think the price is fair, they purchase 

it. That’s the theory, in any case. But what if something 

is missing from this equation?

While most companies listen to their customers, are 

they asking them the right questions? Most customers 

have a wish list of functions and features they’d like to 

see in a product. But there’s often a gap between what 

customers say they want and what they’re willing to pay 

for. So, although companies may know what their cus-

tomers desire, that doesn’t mean they have a good 

grasp of what their customers truly value.

Many companies spend too much time 
looking in the mirror (at themselves), when 
they should be looking out the window 
(at their customers). 

When companies don’t know what really matters to their 

customers, the whole enterprise can suffer. Companies 

can spend precious resources researching, developing, 

manufacturing and marketing products with innovative 

features designed to meet the perceived needs of their 

customers—only to fi nd that those new and improved 

products fall fl at in the marketplace. The results of 

such miscalculations can be signifi cant: Revenues and 

profi ts can fall, new entrants can steal market share 

and no-frills manufacturers can undercut the company 

on price.

Companies are constantly looking at ways to design and 

manufacture their products more effi ciently, a process 

known as design-to-cost (D2C). While D2C is an impor-

tant and useful approach, many companies miss the 

customer component of the analysis. They focus on the 

expense of developing, making and selling a product, 

not on what it actually does—or on what matters to the 

customer. In short, many companies spend too much 

time looking in the mirror (at themselves), when they 

should be looking out the window (at their customers). 

Even when companies do attempt to discern what the 

customer values, a method known as design-to-value 

(D2V), the customers may get what they want, but 

the fi rm may not make any money providing it. 

Some companies have begun looking out the window, 

using a new approach called design-to-X (D2X). In D2X, 

the “X” factor is anything the customer values that has 

an impact on design. D2X is a more comprehensive 

approach than D2C or D2V. Discovering the X factor 

can involve challenging generally accepted ideas. The 

D2X process requires dedicated cross-functional teams 

that can bring a wide range of input and design options 

to the table. Once the teams identify the best option, they 

should rigorously track and test the implementation.

Take the example of a commercial truck manufacturer. 

Conventional D2C analysis would suggest that truck 

buyers want the best features at the most reasonable prices. 

But what if the most important factor for these customers, 

the X factor, isn’t more features or lower prices?

It turns out that what these truck customers care about 

most is fuel effi ciency, and thus their X factor is the 

weight of their vehicles. Having a truck that’s several 

pounds lighter is more important to these customers 

than having one that’s a few dollars cheaper. By focusing 

inwardly (looking in the mirror), the truck maker may 

fi nd new ways to produce its vehicles at a lower cost, 

but if those effi ciencies involve using cheaper—but 

heavier—components, the company could end up with 

a less expensive truck that customers won’t buy. By 

not looking through the window, it could be missing 

out on big opportunities to win customers and increase 

revenues and profi ts.

How do companies discover this elusive X? It takes a 

multidisciplinary, cross-functional approach, one involv-

ing R&D, manufacturing, supply chain management, 

marketing and sales. These cross-functional teams—

which constitute the “other X” in D2X—should seek the 

answers to some basic questions:
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the company a genuine opportunity to differentiate 

itself from competitors, and which ones would be 

better if standardized across the industry?

Bain & Company’s research shows that cross-functional 

D2X analysis can reap superior results. Using the D2X 

methodology, cross-functional teams can address a larger 

share of the costs and generate higher long-term savings 

rates. When a company employs a conventional, single-

function analysis, it typically identifi es 47% of the total 

cost base as addressable. With a cross-functional approach, 

by contrast, it earmarks 83% of costs as addressable. Over 

the long term, cross-functional teams reduce costs by 

38% more than single-function teams (see  Figure 1).

Discover what customers truly value

Customers often have a wish list of features and func-

tions they want to see on the next iteration of a prod-

uct. In many organizations, there’s a direct pipeline 

from sales to R&D that works like this: Here’s what the 

• Which product features are customers willing to 

pay for? For retail customers, carefully considered 

market research can help provide the answers. For 

business customers, a rigorous examination of the 

profi t-and-loss statement can reveal a great deal. 

• How do competitors build features? Break down 

and meticulously analyze rival products. A system-

atic tear down can provide important insights into 

new ways to design features and functions.

• What is the best alternative design approach? 

Use cross-functional teams to generate different 

feature choices for products, along with cost-

optimization ideas.

• What’s the business case for pursuing this new de-

sign approach? What’s the likely net benefi t to the 

company, after all change costs have been included? 

What’s the likely return on investment in new, 

high-value product features? Which features give 

Figure 1: Cross-functional design-to-X analysis yields greater savings than conventional approaches

Source: Bain analysis
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customer wants, now fi gure out how to make it. Other 

companies rely on off-the-shelf market research to gain 

insights into what their customers desire. 

But just because customers tell salespeople or generic 

market researchers they want something, that doesn’t 

mean they’re willing to pay for it. Companies can dis-

cover what their customers value through in-depth 

interviews, focus groups, observational research and 

closed, invitation-only online communities. Using the 

data they’ve gathered, fi rms can run a conjoint analysis, 

a methodology for discerning which product attri-

butes a consumer considers most infl uential in decid-

ing what to buy. 

After companies analyze their competi-
tors and customers, they can look at the 
other critical factors that infl uence prod-
uct design, including regulatory trends, 
supplier capabilities and new digital 
manufacturing techniques. 

It can take serious digging to fi nd the X factor. In one 

recent example, the salesforce of a manufacturer of large 

cargo-handling equipment reported that customers 

wanted cranes with longer and faster booms. Making 

such changes would have involved a costly and extensive 

redesign of the crane. However, using advanced D2X 

analytics, the company determined that, although all cus-

tomers would like more length and speed, only a vocal 

minority considered those attributes essential. For most 

customers, about 70%, the two most important purchas-

ing criteria were price and precision. They weren’t willing 

to pay extra for a longer or faster boom. Once the com-

pany found the true X factor for most of its customers, 

it refocused its value proposition and avoided a severe 

misallocation of product-development resources.

Sometimes less is more

A leading US manufacturer of set-top cable TV boxes 

was struggling to sustain margins in a category that was 

being overrun by low-cost producers. The company 

reduced its costs by 5% per year, but that wasn’t enough 

to keep pace with falling prices, which were declining 

by 10% annually. The company produced a premium 

product with features tailored to the specifi c needs of 

its customers, cable TV providers. Among other things, 

the company used high-grade components that helped 

its boxes withstand rigorous reliability tests.

When the company did a D2X analysis, it concluded 

that it was, in effect, overengineering its boxes. As a 

fi rst step, the company tore down its competitors’ boxes 

and discovered that those products had fewer features 

and used cheaper components. But that tear down 

alone didn’t lead the company to the X factor. To get to 

X, the company needed to thoroughly research what 

really mattered to its customers.

In an evolving marketplace, the company learned, cable 

TV providers no longer valued the extra durability; many 

no longer subjected the boxes to reliability tests before 

installing them. The company redesigned its boxes, cut-

ting out most of the features the customers didn’t want 

and preserving the few things they really cared about. 

Once the company understood the X factor, it signifi cantly 

reduced costs along its supply chain and stopped the 

margin decline in a highly competitive environment.

After companies analyze their competitors and cus-

tomers, they can look at the other critical factors that 

infl uence product design, including regulatory trends, 

supplier capabilities and new digital manufacturing 

techniques. One producer of machine tools, for example, 

was seeking a better way to cool its equipment. The com-

pany used additive manufacturing to create an almost 

horizontal system of fl uid channels that would not 

have been feasible with traditional manufacturing. In 

this case, the X factor for the customer was a dramatic 

reduction in the time required to cool down the tool-

formed material, enabling a massive effi ciency gain of 

nearly 100%.
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look like truck components that can easily be reassem-

bled into a vehicle. The disassembled pieces of a LEGO 

truck, by contrast, look like a pile of uniform bits that 

can be reassembled into almost anything. 

With modular architecture, manufacturers can use a 

limited number of LEGO-like components to build 

customized products, thus bringing down complexity 

costs and making scale effects attainable—even in 

highly engineered products (see  Figure 2).

Through D2X, companies can focus on giving customers 

products with features and functions that matter to 

them, whether those products are trucks, cranes, cable 

boxes or machine tools. D2X isn’t a one-off exercise. 

It’s a capability that companies should build into their 

DNA. Look out the window, not in the mirror. With 

D2X you can discover what your customers truly value—

and then come up with a smart, cost-effective way to 

deliver it.  

Design for maximum return

When companies look at design through a D2X lens, 

they can gain new insights into when to customize and 

when to standardize components. The key questions to 

ask are: What does the customer see and care about, 

and what is “below the skin” and not visible or impor-

tant enough to the customer for us to spend resources 

on developing a custom solution? Components that 

don’t matter to the customer’s X can be standardized 

not just within a company, but across an entire industry.

When companies do need to customize products, they 

can do it in a smart, cost-effective way, using a tech-

nique known as modular architecture. This approach 

might be best understood by evoking two brands of 

children’s building sets: Playmobil and LEGO. Playmobil 

offers a huge variety of customized pieces. LEGO, by 

contrast, provides a limited number of standardized 

components that children can combine in multiple 

ways. The disassembled pieces of a Playmobil truck 

Figure 2: Modularization lowers complexity cost and allows companies to offer customers more options

Source: Bain case experience
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